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Abstract 

Coordinate measurement machines (CMMs) are used to control whether workpieces meet 

customers’ need or not. Creating measurement programs for CMMs takes long time and 

companies try to find a way to decrease the time for preparation processes. The aim of this 

thesis work is to investigate the measurement processes of products within Sandvik Coromant 

AB in Gimo, Sweden and to focus on the preparation of modularized measurement programs. 

The main goal is to study measurement processes in the company, and to find and recommend 

different alternatives for modularization of measurement programs of products so that time 

and energy can be saved. In order to understand the current measurement processes in the 

company with its gaps and risks and also to be able to find further possible improvements, 

many interviews, meetings and a questionnaire have been made. Employees’ opinions and 

ideas about modularization of measurement programs have been collected. Three different 

cases about modularization of measurement programs have been presented in the thesis work. 

The first case is about the actual situation in the company. The gaps and risks which have been 

observed and collected have been presented. The second case focuses on modularization of 

today’s insert seats into two pieces: insert seat module and pre-stress module. The third case 

focuses on the feasibility of dividing the insert seats into much smaller modules. In the 

conclusion part, all three cases and all work which has been done during the thesis are 

presented. Last but not least, some further research subjects are shown on the 

recommendation part. 

Keywords: Metrology, CMM, Modularization, Measurement Programs 
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Sammanfattning 

Koordinatmätmaskiner (CMMs) används för att kontrollera om produkterna möter kundernas 

behov eller inte. Att skapa mätprogram för CMMs tar lång tid och företagen försöker hitta sätt 

att minska tiden för förberedelseprocesser. Syftet med detta examensarbete är att undersöka 

mätprocesser av produkterna inom Sandvik Coromant AB i Gimo, Sverige och att fokusera på 

förberedelserna av modulariserade mätprogram. Det huvudsakliga målet var att studera 

mätprocessen i företaget, samt att ta reda på och rekommendera olika alternativ för 

modularisering av mätprogram för produkter för att på så sätt kunna spara tid och energi. För 

att förstå de aktuella mätprocesserna i företaget med brister och risker och även att kunna ta 

reda på ytterligare möjliga förbättringar, har många intervjuer, möten och ett frågeformulär 

gjorts. Medarbetarnas åsikter och idéer om modularisering av mätprogrammen har samlats in. 

Tre olika fall om modularisering av mätprogram presenteras i examensarbetet. Det första fallet 

handlar om den nuvarande situationen i företaget. De brister och risker som har observerats 

och samlats in presenteras. Det andra fallet fokuserar på modularisering av dagens skärläge in i 

två delar som skärlägesmodul och förspänningsmodul. Det tredje fallet fokuserar på 

möjligheten att dela upp skärlägen i mycket mindre moduler. I slutsatsen sammanfattas alla tre 

fallen och allt arbete som har gjorts varvid resultat och slutsatser presenteras. Sist men inte 

minst, visas på några ytterligare forskningsfrågor i rekommendationsdelen. 

Nyckelord: Metrologi, CMM, modularisering, mätprogram 
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If you can’t measure it, you can’t understand it. If you can’t understand it, you 

can’t control it. If you can’t control it, you can’t improve it. 

 

James Harrington 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, technology is progressing very fast and customers need more complex tools. Tools 

which are being developed require advanced measuring technology with high accuracy. But 

advanced measuring technology needs longer preparation times for measurement programs 

than measuring programs for today’s tools. Measurement machines producers are trying to 

decrease measuring times of machines and on the other hand companies try to decrease 

preparation and verification times of their measurement programs for coordinate measuring 

machines (CMMs). One of the ways to achieve creating measurement programs fast is the 

modularization of the measurement programs. Sandvik Coromant AB has been working with 

CMMs and modularization of measurement programs since long time.  Sandvik Coromant 

manufacturing plant in Gimo, Sweden is responsible for the production of tools for drilling, 

milling and turning operations.  Sandvik is in fact a fore-runner when it comes to having 

metrology systems close to the production line and has had a very good measurement planning 

strategy to make measurements feasible in new products.  Besides, Sandvik has a big focus on 

quality issues during all levels of processes as the world's major automotive, aerospace, and 

energy industries are customers of the company.  

1.1. Problem Description 

Sandvik Coromant’s metrology engineers deal with creating measurement programs for a huge 

amount of products/product families. Beside that the preparation process of measurement 

programs is very complicated, it also consists of many steps and each step takes long time. This 

affects the overall efficiency of the process and it also brings huge costs for the company. The 

company uses different solutions to develop measurement programs for their CMMs. These 

processes can be seen in Chapter 5. Sandvik Coromant has developed software to create 

measurement programs in an easier and faster way by first creating smaller, modular 

measurement programs, which are specific for different parts of a product or product family.  

Sandvik Coromant’s in-house developed software applications CMM-Interactive (Chapter 5.4) 

and CMM Shell (Chapter 5.5) are used to create modular measurement programs for CMMs. As 

these applications are developed in-house, the company has a group of employees which carry 

on different development projects for these applications. This project can be seen as a part of 

the process to improve and simplify the use of measurement programs of CMMs. In order to 

achieve high efficiency in the preparation of the measurement programs, it is wanted to find a 

breakdown of measurement programs into smaller modules and then to verify the modules 

separately. The final measurement program should then take considerably less time to develop 

and test. 

As it is described, the idea of modularization of a measurement program is not new to Sandvik 

AB, however, there is a new idea about dividing those small sub-programs, into much smaller 

sub-programs and with combining them with each other to be able to create many more 
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measurement programs. This also helps to save time and energy while creating measurement 

programs for the company’s thousands of products.  

 

1.2. Aims and Goals 

The aims of this master thesis are to investigate the gaps and possible improvement areas of 

the actual system and process, to analyze current measurement systems, to prepare secure 

measurement programs and to shorten the verification time of measurement programs to save 

time and energy. 

One of the goals of this idea is to make secure measurement programs. If sub-programs will be 

less complex, it is believed that it will take less time and be much easier for metrology 

engineers to create secure sub-programs and later to verify them. Today some sub-programs 

(See: Chapter 5.4.2) can be very complex and, in some cases, it can take days or weeks for 

engineers to create this complex sub-programs. This complexity can cause mistakes and later it 

can be difficult to find errors. Verifying sub-programs often takes longer time than creating 

them. Investigation of how to shorten the verification time of sub-programs is also one of the 

purposes of this thesis work. 

A third goal of the idea is to consider if creating small sub-programs will allow engineers to 

create many different main measurement programs by combining these small sub-programs 

simpler and quicker than today and if this will shorten the process of creating measurement 

programs for different products. 

The fourth goal of the idea is to see to what level these sub-programs can/will be modularized 

in order to improve the today’s measurement process. 

1.3. Scope and Limitations 

This master thesis starts with focusing on description of the actual situation in Sandvik 

Coromant. It continues with different cases which focus on different points. The first case is 

about the actual situation in the company. The gaps and risks which have been observed and 

collected have been presented. Second case focuses on modularization of today’s insert seats 

into two pieces - insert seat module and pre-stress module. The third case focuses on the 

feasibility of dividing the insert seats into much smaller modules. In the conclusion part, all 

three cases and all work which has been done during the thesis are presented. Last but not 

least, some further research subjects are shown on the recommendation part. 

The literature study in related areas has been done during the work to understand the ideas of 

inspection processes and CMMs. 
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A foreseen risk was that the project was too large. Because of this a control point was decided 

in order to limit the project focus area after the investigation of the actual situation. 
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2 COMPANY INTRODUCTION 

2.1. The Sandvik AB, History, Growth and Business Areas1 

Sandvik is a high-technology, engineering group with advanced products and a world-leading 

position within selected areas. The company has business activities in more than 130 countries. 

In 2011 the group had 50,000 employees and sales of more than SEK 94 billion.  The head office 

is located in Sandviken, Sweden. 

The company was founded in 1862 by Göran Fredrik Göransson, who was the first in the world 

to succeed in using the Bessemer method for steel production on an industrial scale. At an early 

stage, operations focused on high quality and added value, investments in R&D, close contact 

with customers, and exports. 

As early as the 1860s, the product range included drill steel for rock-drilling. The company's 

listing on the Stockholm Stock Exchange took place in 1901. The manufacturing of stainless 

steel began in 1921 and cemented carbide in 1942. Production of cemented-carbide tools was 

begun in the 1950s in Gimo, Sweden. During the 1960s, a comprehensive investment program 

was carried out at the main plant in Sandviken. In 1972, the company name was changed from 

Sandvikens Jernverks AB to Sandvik AB.  

Sandvik’s operations are based on unique expertise in materials technology and extensive 

insight into customer processes. This combination has provided world-leading positions in 

selected areas - tools for metal cutting, equipment and tools for the mining and construction 

industries, stainless materials, special alloys, metallic and ceramic resistance materials as well 

as process systems. 

The Sandvik Group conducts operations within five business areas - Sandvik Mining, Sandvik 

Machining Solutions, Sandvik Materials Technology, Sandvik Construction and Sandvik Venture 

- with responsibility for research and development (R&D), production and sales of their 

respective products. 

2.2. Sandvik Machining Solutions & Sandvik Coromant2 

2.2.1. Sandvik Machining Solutions 

Sandvik Machining Solutions is a global market-leading manufacturer of tools and tooling 

systems for advanced industrial metal cutting. Products are manufactured in cemented carbide 

and other hard materials such as diamond, cubic boron nitride and special ceramics. In 2011 

sales were about 28,200 MSEK with 18,500 employees. 

                                                           
1
 Excerpt from Sandvik’s homepage 

2
 Excerpt from Sandvik’s homepage 
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Figure 1 - Sandvik Organization Tree 

 

2.2.2. Sandvik Coromant 

Sandvik Coromant is a part of the business areas of Sandvik Machining Solutions within the 

global industrial group Sandvik. Sandvik Coromant is the world’s leading supplier of tools, 

tooling solutions, and know-how to the metalworking industry. The world's major automotive, 

aerospace, and energy industries are customers of the company. Sandvik Coromant has 8,000 

employees and is represented in 130 countries. The head office is located in Sandviken, 

Sweden. 

 

Figure 2 - Sandvik Coromant Business Areas 
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3 METHODS 

The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of methods used during the thesis work in 

order to make it easier for readers to follow analyses, evaluations and conclusions. These 

scientific methods will be used during the whole thesis work. 

3.1. Case Study Research 

A case study (also known as a case report) is an intensive analysis of an individual unit (e.g., a 

person, group, or event) stressing developmental factors in relation to context (Wikipedia, 

2012). The case study method enables a researcher to closely examine the data within a 

specific context. In most cases, a case study method selects a small geographical area or a very 

limited number of individuals as the subjects of study (Zainal, 2007). 

According to Yin (Yin, 1984) there are three categories of case studies. These are exploratory, 

descriptive and explanatory case studies. First, exploratory case studies are set to explore any 

phenomenon in the data which serves as a point of interest to the researcher. Second, 

descriptive case studies set to describe the natural phenomena which occur within the data in 

question, for instance, what different strategies are used by a reader and how the reader use 

them. The goal set by the researcher is to describe the data as they occur. Third, explanatory 

case studies examine the data closely both at a basic surface and deep level in order to explain 

the phenomena in the data (Zainal, 2007). In this thesis work, a descriptive case study has been 

used for the first case. Hence, Case Study 1 has described the current situation in the company. 

In Case Study 2 and Case Study 3, explanatory case study method is used and new approaches 

were presented. 

3.2. Literature Review 

A theoretical literature study about metrology, coordinate measurement machines (CMM) and 

modularization was made for the thesis work. Extensive literature about metrology and CMM 

could be found but there was nothing about CMM Shell and CMM-I as they are Sandvik’s own 

programs. Data about CMM Shell, CMM-I and other Sandvik products has been collected 

through Sandvik Intranet, interviews, questionnaire and meetings. 

A literature study was performed parallel to the current situation analysis. Relevant articles and 

books were searched through Sandvik Intranet, KTH Library, Science Direct, Springer databases 

and the Internet.  

It was checked if there were any similar projects and if there were, how far other researchers 

went about it and what they had found. But we could not find any similar project in this area as 

it was dependent on Sandvik’s own systems, so it was necessary to find a new way to carry out 

the project. 
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A list of studied literature, web pages, articles and other data sources can be seen at the end of 

the thesis work report. 

3.3. Interviews 

To get a clear picture of the current situation in a short time at the company interviews, as a 

part of the empirical study, are very important. According the training manual “Data Collection 

methods, Semi-Structured Interviews and Focus Groups (Harrell, M.C., Bradley, M.A., (2009))” 

prepared by RAND3, interviews can be placed on a continuum of structure, from “unstructured” 

to highly “structured.” The idea of this is how much “control” the interviewer will have over the 

interaction (Harrell & Bradley, 2009). With unstructured interviews, the researcher has a clear 

plan, but minimum control over how the respondent answers (Harrell & Bradley, 2009). In 

structure interviewing, the interviewer asks all respondents the same series of pre-established 

questions with a limited set of response categories (Fontana & Prokos, 2007). Semi-structured 

interviews are not as structured as structured interviews but, in this type of interviews, a guide 

which covers questions and topics is used and there is a little control over the interview to keep 

interviewees in track. In this master thesis work semi-structured interviews were used to collect 

data. During the project, not all employees were interviewed but with help of supervisors Jonas 

Järvström and Amalia Mattsson, more than 10 employees were selected and interviewed. The 

purpose of the interviews is to understand and to map the initial situation at the company and 

also to have the opinions of employees about the different alternatives of modularization of 

measurement programs. Interviews were held during the first two months of the project, see 

Appendix 1 Time schedule.  

Invitations to employees were sent via e-mail around a week before the interview day. 

Questions were prepared very carefully to help interviewees to start the conversation. The 

interviews were made in Swedish which was employees’ mother tongue, to help them to feel 

comfortable. All dialogs were recorded with voice recorder to not to distract people while 

taking notes during the interviews and also for documentation for the master thesis. A 

summary was written directly after the interviews. 

3.4. Observations 

Observation is a method of data gathering in which a qualified person watches, or walks 

through, the actual processing associated with a system (Khazanchi). Observation is one of the 

main information sources during a research. Observations were made during time spent in the 

company in both Gimo and Sandviken facilities. 

                                                           
3
 The RAND Corporation is a nonprofit research organization providing objective analysis and effective solutions 

that address the challenges facing the public and private sectors around the world 
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3.5. Questionnaire and Discussions 

A questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a series of questions and other prompts 

for the purpose of gathering information from respondents (Wikipedia, 2012). To be able to 

understand the current situation and also employees’ opinions about the further researches, a 

questionnaire (see Appendix 2) was prepared and sent to related employees. After collecting 

answers, meetings were organized and discussions about the given answers to the 

questionnaire were held. Later different answers were compared and discussed with 

employees. The questionnaire is prepared in Swedish but an English version of questions can be 

seen in Appendix 2. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Question
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4 THEORY 

4.1. Metrology and Measurement 

Metrology is the science of measurement, embracing both experimental and theoretical 

determinations at any level of uncertainty in any field of science and technology (BIPM, 2012). 

Metrology is a very broad field and may be divided into three subfields (Wikipedia, 2012). 

1. Scientific or fundamental metrology - concerns the establishment of quantity systems, 

unit systems, units of measurement, the development of new measurement methods, 

realisation of measurement standards and the transfer of traceability from these 

standards to users in society. 

2. Applied or industrial metrology - concerns the application of measurement science to 

manufacturing and other processes and their use in society, ensuring the suitability of 

measurement instruments, their calibration and quality control of measurements. 

3. Legal metrology - concerns regulatory requirements of measurements and measuring 

instruments for the protection of health, public safety, the environment, enabling 

taxation, protection of consumers and fair trade (Wikipedia, 2012). 

4.2. Coordinate Measurement Machines 

Coordinate measurement machines (CMM) are used to generate data points on the workpiece 

surface by using a measuring probe (Témun, 2011). CMMs use the points to compute substitute 

geometric elements defined by parameters such as size, form, location and orientation (Témun, 

2011). The primary function of a CMM is to measure the actual shape of a workpiece, compare 

it against the desired shape, and evaluate the metrological information such as size, form, 

location, and orientation. The actual shape of a workpiece is obtained by collecting data on its 

surface at certain points or areas. Data collection can be carried out through several different 

sensors; both contact and non-contact; continuously or discreetly. Every measuring point is 

expressed in terms of its measured coordinates. Some sensors are capable of also collecting the 

direction vectors of the measured points, which usually allows for better accuracies. However, 

it is not possible to evaluate the parameters of the workpiece (e.g., diameter, distance, angle, 

form, and others) directly from the coordinates of the measured points. An analytical model of 

the workpiece is needed to evaluate the parameters. This model usually consists of ideal 

geometric elements, the so-called substitute (mathematical) geometric elements (ISO 2004a, 

2005b; ASME 2009) (Pereira, Bosch, & Hocken, 2011). 

4.2.1. Coordinate Measuring Machine Types 

There are four types of CMM which are mainly used. These are; 

 Bridge Type 

 Gantry Type 
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 Horizontal Arm Type 

 Cantilever Type 

 

 

Figure 3 - CMM types (Carlsson, 1999) 

4.2.1.1. Bridge Type CMM 

Bridge type CMMs (Figure 3- A) can be divided into two groups. Moving Bridge and Fixed Bridge 

type CMMs. Moving Bridge type CMMs are most commonly used in the industry. It has a 

stationary table to support the workpiece to be measured and a moving bridge (Pereira, Bosch, 

& Hocken, 2011). The advantage of the moving bridge configuration over the cantilever is that 

the bending effect of the second horizontal axis can be greatly reduced by having two 

supporting columns (Pereira, Bosch, & Hocken, 2011). In the fixed bridge configuration, the 

bridge is rigidly attached to the machine bed. The table upon which the workpiece is mounted 

provides one axis of motion (Pereira, Bosch, & Hocken, 2011). 

4.2.1.2. Gantry Type CMM 

Gantry type of CMMs (Figure 3-B) is suitable for measuring very large parts. The advantage of 

the gantry-type CMM is the easy access for the operator to all parts in the machine volume. The 

moving part of the machine has less weight because only the horizontal beam moves, and 

hence the accuracy normally achieved is in the medium range even for large measurement 

volumes (Pereira, Bosch, & Hocken, 2011). 
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4.2.1.3. Horizontal Arm Type CMM 

Horizontal arm machines (Figure 3-C) are ideal for measuring automobile bodies or other 

similar sized and toleranced parts (Pereira, Bosch, & Hocken, 2011). These types of CMMs can 

have either moving arms and fixed tables or fixed arms and moving tables. Among many 

horizontal arm configurations are moving table, moving arm, and dual-arm designs. This 

configuration utilizes the table for one of the horizontal axes of motion and the moving column 

for the other. Like all other CMMs with moving tables, its measuring speed and accuracy 

depend on the size and weight of the workpiece (Pereira, Bosch, & Hocken, 2011). 

4.2.1.4. Cantilever Type CMM 

This design has a moving cantilever arm that supports a carrier to move in and out. The carrier 

supports the probe arm for the vertical movement (Figure 3-D). The part to be measured is 

placed on a fixed table. Because the table does not include the bearing guide ways, relatively 

heavy parts can be supported on it without affecting measuring accuracy. This configuration 

generally has a low moving mass structure for a given measuring volume, making it uniquely 

agile, thus allowing a higher throughput (Pereira, Bosch, & Hocken, 2011). 

4.2.2. Dimensional Measuring Interface Standard (DMIS) 

CMM operating systems were not developed in the same way as CNC systems. Until 1980’s 

there was not a standard language which could be used in all CMMs. All CMM manufacturers 

had their own operation language. Dimensional Measuring Interface Specification Project was 

begun to be developed in 1985. To create a standard which could allow communication of 

inspection data between automated systems, users and suppliers of dimensional measuring 

equipments a group of people combined their efforts. 

“Dimensional Measuring Interface Standard (DMIS) is the definitive standard for 

communications of dimensional measurement program sequences and results for 

manufacturing inspection. DMIS is widely used with coordinate measurement machines 

(CMMs), either as an intermediate file format between a CAD system and the CMM's native 

proprietary inspection language, or as a native programming language for direct control of the 

CMM” (Inspec Software). 

“The DMIS standard specifies the parameterization of inspection features and tolerances, the 

establishment of part coordinate systems and datum reference frames, sequencing for machine 

motion and measurement, sensor and rotary table definition and calibration, user prompting, 

data output, and high level language constructs” (Inspec Software). 

“DMIS was originally designed to provide a means of transferring CMM programs from a 

computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) environment to a 

CMM, independent of the vendor at either end. It's essentially a standard for the two-way 
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communication of inspection data between computer systems and inspection equipment. DMIS 

provides a readable and writable vocabulary of terms, establishing a neutral format for the 

preparation of inspection programs and results data” (Mills). 

Even though DMIS is a standard language for CMMs, many coordinate measuring machine 

producers still use their own internal language for their CMMs. 

4.3. Modularization 

Modularization is the degree to which a system's components may be separated and 

recombined. The meaning of the word, however, can vary somewhat by context. In industrial 

design, modularity refers to an engineering technique that builds larger systems by combining 

smaller subsystems. (Wikipedia, 2012). In this thesis, what is meant by modularization is to 

create smaller measurement programs for a part of a product and then combining those small 

measurement programs to create a big main measurement program for the whole product. 
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5 ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SITUATION 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the present measurement strategies and methods 

which are being used at Sandvik Coromant AB.  Based on visits to Sandvik Coromant both in 

Gimo and Sandviken, conversing with people, the present measurement methods at Sandvik 

Coromant are presented and described in detail in this chapter. 

5.1. CMM History at Sandvik Coromant 

CMM’s have been known at Sandvik Coromant and used since the beginning of the 1970’s but 

unfortunately it has often been isolated from the Sandvik production system. Measurement 

equipments produced information, so communication was essential for new CMM systems. 

With increasing complexity of products, the needs for CMMs and for creating measurement 

programs for CMMs were also increased, but in the same time, developing measurement 

programs for CMMs has started to take much longer time than before.  In the mid-nineties, a 

few local CMM solutions were developed. At first some development projects to build the 

general basic system were carried out. Then the system and working methods were improved 

further through implementations in product families. A brief summary (figure 4) which shows 

CMM history at Sandvik AB can be seen below. 

 

Figure 4 - CMM History at Sandvik 
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5.1.1. CMMs at Sandvik Tooling 

Carl Zeiss AG4 is the main supplier of CMMs of Sandvik. Mainly three different types of CMMs 

are being used at Tooling and these are; 

 Gagemax XT – used to measure drilling tools 

 Gagemax XT with RDS head – used to measure turning tools 

 Gagemax XT with round table – used to measure milling tools 

Sandvik Tooling has currently 23 Carl Zeiss GageMax CMMs and 1 Johanssons Saphir CMM 

installed at Tooling Supply. 

5.2. Measurement Concept at Sandvik Coromant 

Measurement is a key function for production to be able to manufacture products with high 

quality at Sandvik Coromant. Products which are manufactured are measured both to control 

the process and to have the best quality in its areas. Coordinate measurement machines (CMM) 

are used to achieve measurement of complex tools with a high accuracy in an acceptable time 

interval.  

5.2.1. General Process 

At the beginning of the process, a CAD model is a drawn corresponding to the customers’ 

product description, tolerances, dimensions, insert styles, etc. Computer software at the Design 

Automation department combines all these demands from a customer in a very short time 

(around 10 min.) and sends it back to the customer. So, the customer can have the design of 

the product/tool in a short time. This is a very big time saving and it also increases the customer 

satisfaction. Design Automation is responsible for the development and production of design 

programs. Everything is automated and people who work there start the processes and take 

care of the errors caused by the software. Errors can occur for example, if there are no parts 

(modules) which are needed in the database, or if there is a problem with alignments and if the 

modules cannot be combined.   

After the CAD model is drawn and accepted by the customer, drawings are sent to the 

manufacturing and measurement departments. The model is evaluated to create CAM and 

CMM programs in the production and measurement departments. There is a close 

communication between the production and measurement departments while they create 

CAM and CMM programs. The CMM department asks the CAM department about what is 

needed or important to know, controlled and inspected after manufacturing, so the CMM 

department can create a program to control those important points. The measurement process 

is shown below in Figure 5. 

                                                           
4
 Carl Zeiss AG is a German manufacturer of optical systems, industrial measurements and medical devices. 
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Figure 5 - CAD - CAM - CMM Process Scheme 

5.3. Creating Measurement Programs in Sandvik 

In this chapter of the work, different methods which are being used to create measurement 

programs in present situation at Sandvik will be presented. There are four methods which are 

being used to create a measurement program for CMMs at Sandvik. These are; 

 Calypso 

 Ufunc/Mlib 

 CMM-Interactive 

 CMM Shell 

Calypso and Ufunc/Mlib are not the focus area of this work and they will be described only 

briefly. As this work focuses on modularization of CMM measurement programs, CMM-I and 

CMM Shell will be explained and discussed in details in Chapter 5.4 and Chapter 5.5. 

5.3.1. Calypso 

Calypso is a software application designed by Carl Zeiss AG to control coordinate measuring 

machines. It is a CAD-based software which is used for dimensional control of products.  It is 

designed for manual and CNC measurements, online and offline programming. Calypso is 

multisensor capable and supports all current sensors and measuring capabilities from Carl Zeiss. 

Currently in the company, calypso is mainly being used as software to create measurement 

programs in measurement rooms and also for the prototypes. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Zeiss_AG
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In the Calypso software, a measurement program specific for a product is made by a skilled 

person. A CAD drawing of the product whose measurement program will be prepared is taken 

by the operator and the whole measurement program is created at once. Codes taken from 

Calypso are used in the Carl Zeiss’ CMMs to measure the product.  

Neither the output codes of the Calypso nor the codes which Carl Zeiss CMMs use are DMIS 

codes. Calypso is commercial software and it is unknown what it has inside, while DMIS is an 

open source standard coding system. 

5.3.1.1. DMIS Engine 

To be able to use DMIS codes created by Sandvik’s own measuring program creation systems, 

another software package from Carl Zeiss is essential to use for being operated by Carl Zeiss 

CMMs. This software package is called DMIS-Engine. DMIS Engine is commercial software from 

Siemens Carl Zeiss. DMIS-Engine reads DMIS files for Carl Zeiss CMMs and then executes those 

DMIS files for measurement. 

5.3.2. Measure Ufunc/MLIB 

Measure Ufunc or Mlib is a program which uses C programming and is superior when it comes 

to creating parametric measure solutions for standard production5. Measure Ufunc/Mlib is 

used to generate measurement programs at Sandvik. When the company started to work with 

DMIS, people had worked with CAD models but there were not any CMM modules in NX6, so 

they had to make their own operations which generate DMIS codes. But this was not a 

measurement operation in NX. They just got data from CAD models and created their own 

DMIS files with C programming. In the program, there are many functions like 

“measure_cone_blank_for_threads, measure_milling_cylinder, measuring_turning_cylinder, 

measure_external_cone_with_arc, etc.” to generate their own measurement operations. These 

functions are in the measurement operations in CAD models. In this program CAD models must 

be created first. These codes cannot be run in NX because all data is taken from CAD models. If 

there is no CAD model the program will crash. After a CAD model is created, those functions 

and operations are combined to create DMIS codes for measurement. 

5.4. CMM-Interactive 

NX 6.0 is used as the main program in the company but NX version 7.5 has its own CMM 

module. Because NX version 6.0 does not have a measurement module, the company has built 

its own CMM module which is called CMM-Interactive.  

                                                           
5
 Sandvik Intranet 

6
 NX, also known as NX Unigraphics, is an advanced CAD/CAM/CAE software package developed by Siemens PLM 

Software. 
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CMM-Interactive (CMM-I) is a CAD integrated interactive measurement planning application 

which is built over NX-Unigraphics program for prototypes and special products and is a very 

flexible application for creating measurement programs. In other words, CMM-I is the interface 

application which allows the user to create measurement program for CMMs (Figure 6).  

CMM-I is an application where small sub-measurement programs, which are called BGIs (see 

Chapter 5.4.2), are combined to create main measurement programs for CMMs. A “puzzle” 

example can be given to make it easier for the reader to understand CMM-I. In this example, 

sub-measurement programs can be seen as small puzzle pieces and Operation Navigator Tree 

(ONT) in CMM-I is the plate where all small puzzle pieces are collected in an order and the 

whole picture that comes out at the end can be seen as the main measurement program.  

CMM-I is an alternative to the commercial measuring programs, such as Calypso, PC-DMIS, etc. 

It is an “in house” application which is improved by Sandvik’s own project group, which makes it 

possible to adjust it to their own needs. 

Building an own measurement application comes with lots of advantages but also some 

disadvantages. First it does not have any license costs since it is developed “in-house” by 

Sandvik. Second, CMM-I looks like an NX/CAM program because it is developed on NX-

Unigraphics and the employees are familiar with NX-CAD, so this reduces additional education 

costs. 

The major advantage of CMM-I is that it is relatively easy to use in comparison to C-

programming in the batch system. The application is built as an interactive layer upon Measure 

Ufunc, so it is the same system. This means that it has the same functions and operations in the 

background, which is creating the DMIS-code, as when running a batch program7, so users do 

not have to have knowledge of C-Programming to use CMM-I.  

                                                           
7
 Sandvik Intranet 
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Figure 6 - Creating measurement program with CMM-I 

Using and combining sub-measurement programs to create a main measurement program is a 

very time saving process and in the same time it does not require high programming skills to 

create measuring programs in comparison with old system. But employees still have to have 

highly technical metrological expertise. In the old system employees with high programming 

skills were needed to create measurement programs because C programming knowledge was 

essential to create a program for CMMs. 

The output of a CMM-I program is DMIS codes which is used by the CMM to measure products. 

It is important to understand that DMIS is built upon features, i.e. all objects, like points, lines, 

planes, etc., must be defined in the DMIS-program before they are used, i.e. before they are 

evaluated or used in a construction. The CMM-I application keeps track of what elements 

“exist” in DMIS and alerts the user if a faulty element is used. If any of those objects is missing, 

the program would crash but CMM-I prevent that from happening by alerting the user prior to 

execution. 
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5.4.1. CMM-I Measurement Program 

The main measurement program contains mandatory operations for executing a correct 

measurement and measurement program itself. These will be described briefly below. 

5.4.1.1. Mandatory operations: 

Mandatory operations are the first operations that must be done before combining the other 

parts of the measurement program. In this part of the program different necessary operations 

are described. These operations are stylus/probe configurations, definition of tool holder, 

definition of external object coordinate system (CSYS), definition of CMM coordinate system, 

definition of external object centerline, initializing the measurement program. 

a. Stylus/probe configuration: Here it is defined what stylus or probe systems will 

be used during measurement. Every tip of the configuration will have its own operations and 

each of them should be defined separately. 

b. Definition of tool holder: The tool holder of CMM is defined. 

c. Definition of external object CSYS: Here defines a start coordinate system for the 

product which will be measured. This coordinate system is already defined in the CMM and this 

operation recalls it. This CSYS should be the same CSYS as the starting work piece coordinate 

system. 

d. Definition of CMM CSYS: A CMM CSYS must be defined as the part will be located 

in the CMM CSYS when it is measured. 

e. Definition of external object centerline: This line will be replaced with the work 

piece real center line. This operation is necessary since this centerline will be used to find out 

the position of different sub-programs later when the measurement is made. 

f. Initializing the measurement program: This operation has information about 

starting probes, initial approach and retract values. 

5.4.1.2. Measurement program 

The measurement program is the main program that contains information about which 

modules will be combined and in which order they will be combined.  In the measurement 

program, different small sub-programs (BGIs) are imported and combined into the CMM-I main 

program and the whole measurement program for CMM is created. These sub-measurement 

programs will be described in details in the next chapter. 
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Figure 7 - Sample of a drill 

5.4.2. Basic Geometry Inspection 

Basic Geometry Inspection (BGI) is a small reusable unit of program that has a measurement 

geometry and measurement strategy about a part of a product. This means that instead of 

writing a whole measurement program for each product, these BGIs can be reused and 

combined to make a measurement program for a product.  

The difference between CMM-I and BGIs is that CMM-I use BGIs to build a new measurement 

program for a product with DMIS code as the result, while BGIs are small sub-programs 

(modules) which are specified for just a small part of a product. The relation between CMM-I 

and BGIs can be understood from the figure below (Figure 8). 

Reusing these small modules and combining them to write a new measurement program helps 

to have big time and energy saving. Another advantage of working with BGIs is that many 

different measurement programs can be created with a small amount of BGIs. 

 

Figure 8 - CMM-I and BGIs 
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In the CAD systems it is possible to combine small pieces to build an assembly and later 

different assemblies can be combined to create a big assembly but CMM-I is built on NX and 

NX’s CMM module does not support the combination of different level assemblies. Only one 

level assembly is allowed in the program. The first picture in figure 6 shows how BGIs are 

combined to create a measurement program in NX. Combining sub-level modules in NX is not 

allowed, which is shown in the second picture in figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 - BGIs in NX-Unigraphics 

Each BGI has its own coordinate system (CSYS) that can be matched with external object CSYS 

which is defined in the mandatory operations. This allows all BGIs to be combined in the main 

measurement program by matching the external object CSYS. This external CSYS is known by 

CMM’s own CSYS.   

As it can be seen from Figure 8 above a BGI consists of three different parts. 

 Base Geometry 

 Inspection Geometry 

 Inspection Strategy  
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Figure 10 - BGI Parts for Coupling BGI 

 

These parts of BGIs’ have information about part geometry, internal approach retracts inside 

BGI, “GO TO” points which combine movements between different modules, temporary 

stylus/probes system and measurement strategy. 

5.4.2.1. Base Geometry (BG): 

Base geometry shows what a part of a product looks like. It has geometrical determining of a 

part. Base geometry is the base form of the part of a product. A base geometry for a coupling 

can be seen as in the figure 11 below. 

 

Figure 11 - Base geometry of a coupling 
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5.4.2.2. Inspection Geometry (IG): 

Inspection geometry consists of the information about inspection related geometric elements 

of a part. It shows what is going to be measured on the base geometry of the part. This 

information can be reference faces for inspection, scanning (inspection) path, start and end 

points for the scanning (inspection) path, or points which need to be measured. Inspection 

geometry is created based on base geometry. It can be said that inspection geometry is related 

to base geometry. This means that even if different sizes of a part will be used to create the 

BGIs, all inspection geometry will automatically be changed when the size of a part is changed. 

This is done by keeping same name of a part. As an example, inspection geometry for a 

coupling can look as seen in the figure 9.  

 

Figure 12 - Inspection geometry of a coupling 

5.4.2.3. Inspection Strategy (IS): 

Inspection strategy consists of a strategy about inspection related operations. What is meant by 

this is that different operations for inspection are determined. These operations can be sensor 

selection, probe configurations (approach vector), definitions and constructions, scanning 

speed, scanning increment, filtering settings (filtering feature, filtering techniques), spike 

elimination techniques, type of CMM, etc. 
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Figure 13 - Inspection Strategy for a coupling 

5.4.2.4. Types of BGIs 

BGI’s can be divided two different types as; 

 General BGIs 

 Products Specific BGIs  

5.4.2.5. General BGIs 

These are BGIs which are used for all type of products e.g. coupling BGIs, point BGIs, outer 

surface BGIs, and product positioning BGIs. These BGIs are used very often because they can be 

applied for a many different product families. For example the same coupling can be used for 

different products/product families. 

5.4.2.6. Products Specific BGIs  

These are BGIs which are used for only one type of product e.g. insert seat BGIs. This means 

that there is one special BGI for each product and the number of BGIs depends on the number 

of products the company has. This means that for new products, new BGIs is necessarily 

created. 

5.5. CMM Shell 

CMM Shell is a program which reads and interprets an Excel-file (See: 5.5.1 Static Rules) and 

automatically combines necessary modules via CMM-I to create a measurement program. 

Unlike BGIs, CMM Shell is a program which allows creating parametric measurement programs. 

The CMM Shell engine looks for predefined operations to know where and what BGI it should 

put in. This is actually done by a rule. This predefined information is stored in an Excel-sheet. 
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The operation name, Pfile-data and the sheet-data8 will help the rule to pick out the right BGI to 

import9. 

Before using CMM Shell, all BGIs should be created so CMM Shell can read the static rules file 

and combine all necessary BGIs to build a specific measurement program. Unfortunately there 

is no central BGI library where people can collect BGIs which are needed for a specific product. 

Instead, people have their own files in their own computers where BGIs are saved. 

5.5.1. Static Rules 

Static Rules is an Excel file which has all information about a product to combine BGIs and to 

create a measurement program. Static rules Excel file contains information of how different 

programs is put together, tolerance information of the product, what BGIs should be used and 

when in the measurement program, probe updates, tolerance presentations in different 

programs, recall base and the “zero” position in machine10.  

Each Excel file is unique for each product and all these Excel files are created by engineers 

before used in CMM Shell. All Excel files look different depending on the product.  

 

  

                                                           
8
 Pfile data and sheet data are the program information which shows what program will be chosen in the Static 

Rules Excel file. 
9
 Sandvik Intranet 

10
 Sandvik Intranet 
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6 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The aim of this chapter is to develop and evaluate solutions, to fulfill the objectives of the 

project. The results of the investigation will be analyzed, and the evaluation will be presented. 

An overview of the developed concepts of modularization of measurement programs at Sandvik 

Coromant will be given. The concepts will be developed and analyzed based on the situation 

analysis and evaluated from the questionnaire, interviews and meetings with relevant people. 

In the next sections the idea of dividing today’s modules (BGIs) into smaller modules will be 

discussed with all details  e.g., what the advantages of the idea are, if it is easy to achieve goals 

which were described above, what is needed to be known for realization of the idea, what risks 

that can be faced are. 

Since the idea of dividing today’s sub-programs into much smaller modules is very visionary and 

the time which was spent for this thesis project was limited, there was no chance to implement 

the idea as a real case and compare with the current situation. Because of this, a questionnaire 

was created and sent to people who work in the metrology area in the company. Different 

interviews and meetings were made and ideas and opinions of employees about the subject 

were documented. The questionnaire and the raw answers of the employees can be seen in the 

Appendix 1. In the next chapters the result of questionnaires, interviews and meetings will also 

be summarized and discussed for different cases. 

6.1.  Case Study Researches 

In this section, different cases of modularization of measurement programs will be presented.  

Advantages, risks and gaps of different alternatives will be discussed. There are three cases in 

this part. The first case will discuss the current situation in the company. The other cases will 

present and discuss some other possible ideas about modularization of measurement 

programs. 

6.2. Case 1 – Today’s situation 

As the current situation and modularization of measurement programs are described in chapter 

5, this chapter will only focus on discussing advantages, risks and gaps of the current system. 

Results of the questionnaire, interviews and meetings will be represented. 

6.2.1. Advantages of the current system 

After collecting all information from the questionnaire and making interviews with relevant 

employees in the company, advantages of the current system can be listed as follows; 

Almost everybody who were interviewed or have answered the questionnaire have a positive 

idea about the modularizing of measurement programs. Almost everybody, even employees 
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who do not work with CMM-I/CMM Shell but work with Calypso, think that modularization 

makes the process of creating measurement programs simpler, easier and faster. However, 

most of them think that there must be guide lines (best way), which show what and how to do, 

for users during the preparation of measurement programs. Otherwise it could be difficult to 

combine more complex modules (BGIs).  

During the interviews and in the questionnaire, employees were asked about the feeling about 

working with the current CMM Shell/CMM-I system. Most of the employees answered that 

working with CMM Shell/CMM-I feels good and they mentioned that it mostly improves the 

process and, shortens the time spent for creating measurement programs. 

Employees think that CMM Shell allows making parametric programs which work for many 

products and BGIs can be reused safely because they know that they are tested and work 

without any problem. So, it is only the matter to combine them so that they can work together. 

6.2.2. Risks and Gaps of the current system 

Even though the advantages of the current system are many, there are still lots of points that 

employees, who work with the current system, want to change. As it is said before, 

documentation and user-friendliness are two of those points. 

Some employees mentioned that there is a high learning curve of CMM Shell/ CMM–I since 

there are not many references and guides that they can use, but on the other hand, it is also 

mentioned that working with CMM Shell and CMM-I is much easier than working with C-

programming. 

It is also mentioned that excel files (Static rules) which are used by CMM Shell are complicated 

and very sensitive for making mistakes. Static rules are quite complex for users and it takes long 

time to prepare them. They are also human dependent. If any mistake is made in them, it can 

be difficult to find the error; especially it can take a long time for a complex measurement 

programs. 

When it is discussed with system developers, they have mentioned a big work load of 

development of the system, maintenance and trainings.  

Another point which was mentioned was that CMM Shell/ CMM-I does not work if there is no 

base geometry. CMM Shell and CMM-I are depended on base geometries. In some cases there 

are not any BGIs, so it is necessary to use C-programming to be able to prepare CAD models. If 

there is no base geometry at the beginning it takes time to create modules. 

At the beginning of the process, employees thought that they had needed more support while 

learning the software, but nobody mentioned the lack of support, neither during the interviews 

nor in the questionnaire. Mostly they mentioned difficulties of documentation and lack of 
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guides and references. It has been mentioned again that the documentation of CMM-I/CMM 

Shell should be improved and be simpler because it does not have user-friendly interface.  

6.2.3. Conclusion 

General observations and opinions which were collected about the current system are 

presented in this chapter. 

It is observed that comparing with Calypso, CMM Shell/CMM-I enables the creating of 

measurement programs faster and simpler if there are modules (BGIs) which are tested and 

verified, and known to work well. But creating BGIs and static rule excel file takes a long time 

and at the beginning there is almost no advantage of CMM Shell/CMM-I over Calypso. It is 

mentioned many times, by interviewees during the interviews and the questionnaire, that they 

prepare measurement programs faster with Calypso because they are used to use it since a 

long time. But after BGIs are created and reused, it will be faster and simpler to use CMM 

Shell/CMM-I.  

During the interviews, it has been observed that employees, who work with same subject in the 

same departments, had different opinions about the idea of modularizations and it is noticed 

that they needed to spend time together and discuss the subject. During the brain storms, 

employees ensured that these brain storms were good for them to realize the different ideas 

and opinions in the company. It helped them to think about the subject again. 

6.2.3.1. Documentation 

Difficulties with documentation were also observed during the thesis work as it is also 

mentioned by interviewees many times. Interviewees and answers from the questionnaire 

mentioned a necessary of an improvement of documentation in CMM Shell. But documentation 

has been interpreted differently by different employees as they were talking about different 

aspects of it. One interpretation of documentation is that when it is necessary to select an 

option among the different alternatives in the software, there is no support to inform the user 

about the details of the alternatives. Users, who are especially unfamiliar with the software, 

need more information about results of their choices. This missing information support causes 

confusions for the user and negatively affects the decision making process and leads to time 

losses. The system should be improved by adding short descriptions and explanations to the 

software. 

Another interpretation of documentation is to have a central database or a guide book which 

shows the correct ways, description and explanations of the functions and that gives examples 

of how to achieve operations in a correct way. 

There is a database with many functions which are used for CMM-I/CMM Shell in Sandvik’s 

intranet and all these documents have been made and entered into the intranet by system 
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developers (THTM department). It was examined during the thesis work and was found to have 

quite a good knowledge and many very useful help documents but it does not have a user 

friendly interface. It was found that it takes quite a long time to find and get the necessary help. 

One solution for developing this documentation system can be adding “a search box” into the 

documentation library. This is a small improvement but it will improve the process and 

decrease the time spending while trying to reach the correct documents. It is also observed that 

the system development department is responsible for updating the documentation intranet 

page. When a user experiences a new problem in the system, system developers are informed 

about the problem and after solving the problem, the solution is uploaded to the intranet. This 

can cause an extra work load for the system development department. But it is also noticed 

that in some cases the users can solve the problem without any help. In these cases, the 

solution is not shared with other users since the data cannot be entered to the intranet 

documentation. A solution to improve the documentation and reduce the workload of system 

developers can be to create a data sharing software e.g. Wiki CMM. This system will allow all 

system users to be able to enter data anytime into the system. This will also improve the 

documentation system for all facilities which use CMM-I/CMM Shell system. Reaching help files 

and sharing solutions will be faster between all users, especially for cases where base 

geometries cannot be used and where C-programming is required. 

It was also observed during the time spent at the company that employees who work in the 

same application area in Gimo and Sandviken facilities do not have a strong communication 

with each other. This can also cause gaps in the information flow. An improvement in 

information flow between the facilities which work on same subjects can be achieved if those 

people can have regular meetings few times a year just to discuss and inform each other about 

their works in their facilities. The idea of data sharing software (Wiki CMM) can also fill those 

gaps in the information flow. 

6.3. Case 2 – Pre-Stress Module 

This chapter will present a new way of modularization of measurement programs into much 

smaller modules than today and will focus on the feasibility of this case in the company. 

In the current situation in the company, a product is modularized in the CMM-I software 

environment. These are desired to be inspected and small measurement programs (modules) 

are created for these parts of the product and combined to prepare the whole measurement 

program for CMM in the current situation in the company. 

These modules generally can be listed as different insert seat’s BGIs, couplings BGIs, length 

measuring BGIs, product positioning BGIs and other modules for the important parts of a 

product.  
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In this case the aim is to divide a whole insert seat module into two different modules: the 

insert seat part and the insert seat thread hole part. The idea is the same as that of 

modularization that if modules become simpler and simpler, creating and later verifying them 

will be easier and faster. The process for creating measurement programs will also be quicker 

and simpler when the modules become less complex. Besides, the resources which are spent 

for creating smaller modules will be less and verification will take shorter time. Simpler and 

smaller modules are going to contribute to achieve a secure measurement program. Another 

reason for focusing on only the insert seat center hole (thread hole) is the important relation 

between insert seat thread holes and inserts holes. 

The insert and the insert seat are connected to each other with the help of a screw (Figure 14). 

Here pre-stress has a very important role for both keeping the insert and the insert seat fixed 

together and also for keeping the insert stable during the machining operations. 

 

Figure 14 - Insert is fastened to the insert seat of a drill with a screw 

Pre-stressing means the intentional creation of permanent stresses in a structure for the 

purpose of improving its performance under various service conditions11. The term “pre-stress” 

is used in the company as the differences between center point of the insert seat thread hole 

and center point of the insert hole (Figure 15). With the help of this difference between center 

points of both holes, the screw can fasten the insert and keep it fixed and stable during the 

machining operations.  As it is said, pre-stress is a desired condition for keeping the insert 

stable in the insert seat during machining operations. This makes pre-stress measurement 

necessary for many kinds of products.  

                                                           
11

 Wikipedia, Prestressed Structure, [Online], 19.07.2012, 13:36 
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Figure 15 - Pre-stress between insert seat thread hole and insert hole 

How to do it? 

In the current system, e.g. a drill measurement program is divided into a number of different 

modules (BGIs) which can be insert seat BGI, coupling BGI, point BGI (to measure the length of 

the product), positioning BGI, outer surface BGI, etc.  

Small measurement programs are created for each module and later these modules are 

combined in an order in CMM-I/CMM Shell environment to have the main measurement 

program. The insert seat module is combined with other modules in the main program with the 

help of GO TO points and replacing its center line with the external object centerline.  As the 

thread hole is a part of the insert seat, pre-stress is being measured together with the insert 

seat module in the current system. 

Later the measurement program and also each module must be verified so that they are tested 

and work without any problem. Verification of each module can be achieved in different ways. 

Couplings have generally a cylindrical shape and the verification of a coupling is much easier 

than of an insert seat which consists of many geometrical elements. A coupling module can be 

verified by measuring the coupling three different times in different positions (0–120–240 

degrees). The verification of an insert seat takes more time and it is also much more difficult 

than verification of a coupling. The measurement of an insert seat can be compared to the 

measurement of a reference product or it can be measured in different CMMs or by different 

employees. 
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Figure 16 - Current System 

In the current situation, the insert seat and other modules are imported into the main program 

and the pre-stress measurement and evaluations that are related to pre-stress measurement 

are made in the insert seat module (Figure 16). But the idea of this case is having the pre-stress 

as its own module and combining it with other modules when importing it into the main 

program (Figure 17).  

 

Figure 17 - System in Case 2 
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In today’s case all modules are created over a base geometry and these base geometries can be 

broken into smaller base geometries. From the base geometry, the inspection geometry (IG) is 

created and then measurement, construction and evaluation operations (inspection strategy) 

are added to the module. Since pre-stress measurement is necessary for many kinds of 

products, it could be created as a different module on its own base geometry and later be 

combined with other modules. This is very feasible to achieve in the same way of creating and 

combining modules in CMM-I.  

All measurement and evaluation operations related to the pre-stress will be made in the pre-

stress module and will later be added to the main program.  

This way of creating a separate pre-stress module and combining it with the other modules will 

not change the working way of today, but improve it since it is simpler and more efficient.  

The inspection plan of a product, which defines which features are to be measured on the 

finished part or a given operation12, can differ from case to case. In some cases, e.g. in the 

different level of production, entire measurements or all evaluations of an insert seat are not 

necessarily needed. In other cases, e.g. some parts of the insert seat are relevant to measure 

and evaluate in some level of production. That is why having a small pre-stress module can be a 

good way to adjust programs for the needs of the company and also to have an effective 

measurement program. 

In summary, Case 2 suggests the idea of breaking the insert seat module which is being used in 

the company into two modules: the insert seat and the pre-stress modules. Creating the pre-

stress module as a separate module will not give an extra workload to employees, instead it will 

reduce the workload of creating the whole insert seat module with pre-stress and it will take 

less time to create it since it is a smaller module. Verification process of this smaller module will 

also be much easier since the pre-stress module does not have complex structure. 

6.4. Case 3 – Breaking insert seat into much smaller modules 

This chapter will present another idea of modularizing measurement programs into much 

smaller modules than is done today in the company as was described in Case 1 and 2 above. 

This chapter will also focus on the feasibility of this case in the company. 

Another idea about creating smaller modules is to break today’s modules into much smaller 

modules. As described before, modules, which are being used today, have base geometries and 

from these base geometries inspection geometries (IG) and inspection strategies (IS) are 

created for each module. A base geometry may e.g. be built up from several other base 

geometries. Instead of creating an entire sub-program for a part of a product, it may be 

relevant to create different separate subprograms for the smaller shapes of that part. For 

                                                           
12

 Sandvik Intranet 
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example a coupling module has a cylindrical base geometry (figure 18) and IS and IG are created 

depending on this base geometry. 

 

Figure 18 - Base Geometry, Inspection Geometry and Inspection Strategy for a Coupling and an insert seat 

It is the same for an insert seat module as well as a coupling module but the construction and 

the structure of an insert seat module are more complex and the necessary measurement and 

evaluation operations are many more than for the coupling module and it also consists of many 

geometrical elements. Beside, in the current situation, insert seat modules are created as one 

piece and reused as much as possible for different products. But even though these modules 

can be reused, the number of products that those modules can be used for is limited as the 

insert seats are specific for products or products families. These specified reasons motivated 

the breaking of an insert seat into smaller modules. This is the aim of this case. 

As well as there are many kinds of insert seats, generally a basic insert seat (Figure 19) consists 

of axial and radial side contact plane(s), bottom plane, center thread hole and side hole. An 

insert seat module can be defined as a combination of measurement and evaluation operations 

of those small pieces. 
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Figure 19 - Various insert seats with axial and radial side contact plane(s), bottom plane, center thread hole (shown in brown) 

Even though currently insert seats are created as one piece, some of the parts of insert seats 

are similar and they are used again and again while creating an insert seat module.  This can be 

done first by creating small modules for each piece (Axial Contact Plane(s), Radial Contact 

Plane(s), Bottom Plane, Center Thread Hole, and Side Hole) of an insert seat. Later these 

modules can be combined in the software environment and be used for measurement.  

The modules can be used in two different ways. The first way to use them in the main program 

is the same as it is being done with other modules in today’s situation. All these small modules 

and the other necessary modules e.g. coupling, positioning, etc. will be combined with the help 

of external object in the main program. So, there will be many small modules used to create a 

big main program (Figure 20).  
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Figure 20 - Breaking insert seat into smaller modules 1 

The second way to use these small modules in a main program is to first combine them to 

create an insert seat module and then combine that insert seat module with other modules to 

create the main measurement program (Figure 21). These two ways of modularization and 

combination of those modules come with a number of advantages and risks and a question 

about feasibility of these two ways. First, the feasibility of these alternatives in the company 

will be discussed. 

 

Figure 21 - Breaking insert seat into smaller modules 2 
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6.4.1. How can these small modules be combined with other pieces? 

In a normal measurement in the CMM, first, alignment of the product has to be made. There 

are different ways in which alignment can be done. “This alignment will establish a relationship 

between the machines’ 0, 0, 0; or “home” of the CMM, and where the part sits on the CMM’s 

table” (Mannes).  After the alignment is made, the CMM knows where the product is on the 

machine. Since there is no perfect manufactured product, there is always a difference between 

product’s nominal and actual dimensions. These differences can cause problem and because of 

that the actual position of the different features should be found. This can be done by adding 

new CSYS for each feature. In this way, the CMM knows where the actual feature of a product 

is. This is the same for insert seat measurement.  

In CMM measurements of a general basic insert seat (Figure 19– A & B), the actual CSYS of the 

insert seat can be found in different ways. One common way is that the axial and the radial side 

contact planes are intersected and then from the intersection point of the axial and radial 

planes, a straight line cuts through the bottom plane. The point where all lines and planes are 

intersected becomes the center point the CSYS of the insert seat. After setting the actual 

coordinate system of the features measurement is performed. The question that needs to be 

answered is how the combining those small parts and finding their coordinate system can be 

done in a proper way when there is/are only one or two intersecting lines or planes? 

When there is one small part (one axial side/radial side or bottom plane) of an insert seat, it 

means that maximum two of the x, y, and z axes can be measured.  These axes can be found by 

probing/scanning the small pieces of the insert seat. Later a plane is measured and two vectors 

are set. This operation is made for all small pieces of the insert seat, except the center thread 

hole and the side hole because their measurement will be made in the same way as it is done 

today. Then those two vectors systems are combined from their center points by matching the 

one of the x, y, and z coordinates. An actual coordinate system can be found (Figure 22). 

  

 

Figure 22 - Coordinate System of a basic insert seat 
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Both alternatives of combining the small subprograms which were described above can be 

done in theory but after interviews with system developers it is noted that the second 

alternative combination method of those small subprograms (first combining them to create an 

insert seat and later combining the insert seat module with others to create the main program, 

Figure 9) is not possible in CMM-I environment because as CMM-I is built on NX-Unigraphics 

software, it is dependent on NX. As it is described before in Chapter 5.4.2 NX just allows one 

level programs. It means that it is impossible to use the second combinations method in NX’s 

this version.  

6.4.2. Evaluation and Discussions of Case 3 

Both ways of modularizing the insert seat module into much smaller sub-modules is possible 

and only their combination methods can differ from each other. 

One of the advantages of dividing insert seat into smaller pieces is that many more different 

insert seats can be created by these small modules. This can be likened to puzzle pieces. The 

more small modules the more different type of insert seats. Since these subprograms are less 

complex, it will also be easier to change parts of those subprograms if there will be a necessary 

need.  

As there will be many small subprograms to create an insert seat, there will be some confusion 

about what pieces will be combined and how they will be combined. This can also cause time 

losses in the process. These confusions can be eliminated by having a guideline of rules and 

approach methods about how to combine these small modules. These guidelines should 

describe what the critical parameters are. Critical parameters are the dimensions and 

characteristics that affect the functions in a structure e.g. how an insert and the surfaces in the 

insert seat are defined and constructed, relations and angles between the other modules, etc. 

These guidelines can help much to understand what is important or more important than the 

others if the modules will be combined. 

As it is described above, it is definitely possible to break the insert seat into smaller modules 

but this comes with as many risks as it has advantages. The risk about generalizing the modules 

should be considered. What is meant by saying that it can be risky to generalize the modules is 

that if there is an attitude that there is no distinction between different types of insert seats, 

there is a risk that the wrong decisions are taken when creating a new measurement strategy 

based on the critical parameters. As the insert seat becomes more and more complex, it will be 

difficult to generalize over what these parameters are. That is why having a detailed guidelines 

for this level of modularization is very essential. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this chapter is to make the most important statements about the master thesis, and 

present the conclusions from carrying out this investigation.  

In this thesis work after describing the current situation in the company, three different cases 

including the current conditions were presented. One of the major questions within Sandvik 

Coromant before the thesis project was begun was if measurement programs could be 

modularized into smaller modules then today in the company and what level of modularization 

could be achieved. After collecting the data from the questionnaire, interviews, discussions and 

meetings with employees who work in different fields and have different perspectives, the 

question could be answered, according to chapter 6, in different case studies. 

The first case compared the current conditions with old works and answered the questions 

about the current situation. Advantages, risks and gaps of the current situation were presented. 

The knowledge needed to use CMM-I/CMM Shell is quite high and documentation is not-user 

friendly. In Case 1, interviews and the questionnaire show that documentation is still a negative 

point for users. Users should be supported with more detailed information in the software in 

order to prevent confusion and time loss. There are very few projects which have been 

completed and worked in production. Therefore there is not much references and tips for users 

and this causes time loss. Different employees can face the same problem again and again. For 

developing sharing documents and information about CMM-I /CMM Shell between employees 

and also indirectly to improve the production and verification processes of measurement 

programs, a possible improvement can be having an internal data sharing tool, e.g. WIKI CMM 

(See Chapter 6.3.3.1). 

Case2 and Case 3 presented the feasibility of modularization of measurement programs as 

much smaller modules. As it can be read in chapter 6.4, Case 2 is very applicable in the current 

conditions. After using the answers from the questionnaire and the interviews, Case 3 (see 

chapter 6.5) showed that creating much smaller modules are possible and it can be applicable 

but only the first alternative of combination of small modules is feasible in the current system 

infrastructure in the company. Even though Alternative 2 (combining the small modules to 

create a tipseat first, and later using the tipseat for main programme) is more useful than the 

first alternative, it is not possible in this version of NX. Case 3 has also shown that it is even 

possible to create and later combine smaller modules but more detailed documentation and 

knowledge are essential for having a safe process and preventing confusions for employees.  

There can be one conclusion made for the modularization of measurement programs in Sandvik 

Coromant. Creating much smaller modules decreases the production and verification times of 

measurement programs of products but increases the need of a clear and concise 

documentation. CMM-I and CMM Shell are fairly new systems and these systems are not 

readily built. It is shown that there is a clear process needed for the documentation of 
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information related to CMM Shell and CMM-I.  It has a very high learning threshold, and in the 

end, the development time for a measurement program is relatively long. If smaller modules 

would be created, this would make the process more complex and difficult with this 

documentation in today’s conditions.  
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8 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCHS 

This master thesis report gives a representation of the current modularization of measurement 

programs and other possible modularization options in Sandvik Coromant. A questionnaire, 

many interviews and meetings were held during the thesis work and the conclusions were 

based on those data in a limited time. It is very important that the research of the 

modularization of measurement programs will continue in the company. To encourage the 

further research of the modularization of measurement programs, recommendations for the 

research have been formulated.  

Even though it is shown that creating smaller modules for measurement programs is possible, it 

can be recommended that before focusing on dividing modules into smaller pieces, it is better 

to focus on solving the current problems. As it will improve the system infrastructure, it will also 

improve the process of developing measurement programs. Further research areas can be; 

 Implementation of Case1, Case 2 and Case 3 

 BGI Library - Focusing on how to collect all modules in a database and share them for 

different CMMs in different companies and in different countries. 

 Comparison of CMM-I and CMM Shell with commercial measurement programs, 

especially Siemens NX’s new CMM module for the costs and usages.  

This thesis has given a basis for future research of measurement programs. The company is now 

aware of the possible solutions and ideas for breaking the today’s modules into much smaller 

pieces. As the opinions of the employees are now known, it is most likely that the research will 

continue, and hopefully more works on improving the measurement system can be done, from 

proposals given in this thesis or founded by someone else. 
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9 ACRONYMS 

BGI Basic Geometric Inspection, This base geometry for inspection is a 

stand-alone measuring program for its respective base geometry.  With 

another word, it is an encapsulated measurement strategy which can be 

reused. Module, Sub-program. 

CAD    Computer Aided Design 

Calypso Measurement machine software that is used for creating DMIS codes 

and it is come by Carl Zeiss CMM’s  

CAM    Computer Aided Manufacturing 

CMM Shell Software for creating DMIS measure programs in an automatic way. This 

is done by combining small CMM-I programs (BGI's) to a complete 

measure program for a product 

CMM    Coordinate Measurement Machine 

CMM-I CMM Interactive, Interactive application to create DMIS codes for CMM 

program development created by Sandvik 

CSYS    Coordinate System 

DMIS Engine Program which reads DMIS files from CMM Shell for Carl Zeiss 

Coordinate Measurement Machines. It is a commercial product of Carl 

Zeiss 

DMIS    Dimensional Measuring Interface Standard 

MCS    Machine Coordinate System 

NX-Unigraphics   Vendor (Siemens) made CAD/CAM software 

ONT    Operation Navigator Tree in NX-Unigraphics 

Pre-stress The intentional creation of permanent stresses in a structure for the 

purpose of improving its performance under various service conditions 

Static Rules An Excel document that determines which modules to import into 

measurement program in a parametric way 

WCS/PCS   Part Coordinate System  
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11 APPENDICES 

11.1. Appendix 1 Questionnaire and Answers 

As people in the company speak Swedish as mother tongue, questionnaire is prepared in 

Swedish but English version of the questions can be found below. Answers were given in 

Swedish and they are shown below with their original language without any changes. 

Questions: 

1. What do you think about the idea of modularization of measurement program? 

2. How is the feeling about working with CMMShell/CMM-I? 

3. What are the advantages of CMMShell/CMM-I? 

4. What are the disadvantages of CMMShell/CMM-I? 

5. What would you like to change in CMMShell/CMM-I? 

6. Do you think that working with BGI’s make the measurement process faster and/or 

easier? 

7. What are the advantages of BGIs in the current situation? 

8. What are the disadvantages of BGIs in the current situation? 

9. Do you think it is possible to divide BGIs into much smaller pieces? 

10. If yes, how can BGIs be divided into smaller pieces? 

11. Can combining method of those smaller sub-BGIs be different than now? How? 

12. Do you think that dividing BGI’s into smaller pieces will make the measurement process 

faster and/or easier? Why? 

13. What are the advantages of dividing BGIs into much smaller pieces? 

14. What are the disadvantages of dividing BGIs into much smaller pieces? 

15. Do you think that dividing BGIs into smaller pieces will be timesaving/time losing? Why? 

16. Which kind of risks are there with dividing the BGI’s into smaller pieces? Why?  
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Frågor: 

1. Vad tycker du om idén om modularisering av mätprogram? 

2. Hur känns det att jobba med CMMShell/CMM-I? 

3. Vilka är fördelarna med CMMShell / CMM-I? 

4. Vilka är nackdelarna med CMMShell / CMM-I? 

5. Vad skulle du vilja ändra i CMMShell / CMM-I? 

6. Tror du att jobba med BGIer gör mätningen snabbare och/eller enklare? 

7. Vilka är fördelarna med att jobba med BGIer i den nuvarande situationen? 

8. Vilka är nackdelarna med att jobba med BGIer i den nuvarande situationen? 

9. Tror du att det är möjligt att dela in BGIer i mycket mindre bitar? 

10. Om ja, Hur kan BGIer delas upp i mycket mindre bitar? 

11. Hur tycker du att man kan kombinera de små del-BGIerna (sub-BGIs)? Blir det 

annorlunda än idag? Hur? 

12. Tror du att dela BGIer i mindre bitar kommer att göra mätningen snabbare och/eller 

enklare än idag? Varför? 

13. Vilka är fördelarna med att dela BGIer i ännu mindre bitar? 

14. Vilka är nackdelarna med att dela BGIer i ännu mindre bitar? 

15. Tror du att dela upp BGIer i ännu mindre delar kan göra en tidvinst/förlust? Varför? 

16. Vilken typ av risker finns det med att dela upp BGIer i mindre bitar? Varför? 
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Answers to questionnaire: 

1. Vad tycker du om idén om modularisering av mätprogram? 

Person1: Generellt bra. Jag tror dock inte att mankan "göra klart" modellerna utan bara ha 

guide lines 

Person2: Bra då den förenklar 

Person3: Det låter som en bra ideé, har lekt med tanken för 2 år sedan. 

Person4: Bra, det blir lättare att återanvända moduler. 

Person5: Det beror på vad som avses med modularisering och på vilket sätt man avser att 

modularisera, men generellt är modularisering alltid bra. 

Person6: Jag tycker det är mycket bra. Det går att spara mycket tid om det används på rätt sätt. 

Ju mer lika produkterna är varandra, ju mer tid går det att spara. Det optimala fallet för 

modularisering är; ett väldigt stort antal olika produkter med sinsemellan relativt små 

variationer 

Person7: Bra 

2. Hur känns det att jobba med CMMShell/CMM-I? 

Person1: Bra 

Person2: Bra 

Person3: Så där. 

Person4: Hög inlärningströskel, dokumentationen kunde vara bättre 

Person5: Omfattande systemutveckling, underhåll och utbildning. 

Person6: Det kan vara både bra och dåligt. Systemet/systemen är på många sätt ofärdiga. Vissa 

lösningar liknar mer provisorium. Dock är systemen relativt kraftfulla om man har mycket tid 

och kunskap. Användarvänligheten ger dock inget utrymme för misstag och debugging kan 

ibland ta mycket tid. Relativt få projekt har avslutats och fungerar i produktion. Därmed finns 

det inte så mycket att luta sig tillbaka på för referenser och tips. 

 

Person7: Jag jobbar inte med dom. 

 

3. Vilka är fördelarna med CMMShell / CMM-I? 

Person1: Går att anpassa efter behov 

Person2: Det är enklare att använda än C-programmering 
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Person3: Jämförd med? 

Person4: Man kan göra parametriska program som fungerar för ett stort antal produkter. Man 

kan återanvända BGI:er. Vid ändringar så ändrar man på ett ställe.  

Person5: Pass 

Person6: Som sagt ovanför. Systemet är relativt öppet och ger utrymme för lite större 

utsvävningar så som egen c-kod m.m. Kan bli kraftfulla och relativt modulära program om man 

lägger mycket energi på dem. 

Person7: Eftersom jag inte jobbar med dom så kan jag inte svara på det, men det borde väl vara 

ett snabbt sätt att ta fram nya mätprogram. 

 

4. Vilka är nackdelarna med CMMShell / CMM-I? 

Person1: Det är för enkelt att anpassa efter behov. 

Person2: Static rules är krångligt och känsligt 

Person3: Jämförd med? 

Person4: Hög inlärningströskel, dokumentationen kunde vara bättre. Fungerar inte om det inte 

finns basgeometrier  

Person5: Pass 

Person6: Frågan är hur modulära programmen behöver vara. När designen har spikats så 

ändras den därefter Ytterst sällan, och i dessa fall kan man kanske kosta på sig en manuell 

justering av mätprogrammet. 

CMMShell / CMM-I kan inte arbeta med udf-er som så småningom kommer bli vanligare och 

vanligare. 

Det är en relativt oförlåtande programvara som kräver en hel del ”fixar” för att fungera. 

Inlärningströskeln är därför väldigt hög. I slutändan spär det på utvecklingstiden för 

mätprogram som blir relativt (kanske onödigt) lång. 

 

Person7: Eftersom jag inte jobbar med dom så kan jag inte svara på det. 

 

5. Vad skulle du vilja ändra i CMMShell / CMM-I? 

Person1: Ta bort MLIB-beroendet 

Person2: Vet ej 

Person3: Det finns en hel lista med mer eller mindre vikta grejer (100 punkter skulle jag tro). 
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Person4: Bättre dokumentation, att det fungerar även om det saknas BG:s  

Person5: CMM-I: 

 Stöd för friformsmätning. 

 Stöd för högnivå DMIS. 

 Operationstyper som påminner om andra förkommande CMM mjukvaror. Generellt en 

”egenskapsbaserad” navigator istället för ”operationsbaserad”. 

 Ett mer färgrikt och tydligt användargränssnitt. 

 Snabbare programskapande genom snabbare BGI-import och snabbare post-

processning av DMIS-filer. 

CMMShell: 

 En automatiseringsmiljö som bygger på att man styr en interaktiv miljö från en 

programutvecklingsmiljö, snarare än att man styr via ett Excel-blad. 

Person6: Just nu tycker jag att det tar för lång tid att utveckla i dessa. Programmen i sig behöver 

nog inga större förändringar. Det är mycket mer grundläggande än så. Jag ställer mig frågan hur 

pass kostnadseffektivt det är med ett egenutvecklat program för mätmaskiner idag. Finns det 

tillräckliga resurser för att hålla efter det med kontinuerliga uppdateringar m.m. Är det någon 

som har räknat på detta? 

 

Person7: Eftersom jag inte jobbar med dom så kan jag inte svara på det. 

 

6. Tror du att jobba med BGIer gör mätningen snabbare och/eller enklare? 

Person1: Nej, inte som det är idag. Det är snarare så att det krävs BGI:er för t.ex CMMShell 

(BGI:er som inte finns idag). Eftersom man måste skapa specifika BGI:er för varje produkt så blir 

det ingen tidsvinst. 

Person2: Att ta fram program går snabbare och enklare 

Person3: Ingen skillnad för mätningen. 

Person4: Det går snabbare att konstruera mätprogram mha BGI:er  och man vet att BGI’erna är 

testade och fungerar .  Så det handlar ”bara” om att få dem att fungera tillsammans. 

Person5: Ja när man skapar BGI:er av geometrier som är fixa, som ej behöver vara 

parametriska, och som förekommer repetetivt i ett mätprogram, t ex som ett subprogram för 

ett plattläge. När man skapar ett mätpprogram för en vanligt förekommande geometri, som 
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förekommer i ett begränsat antal storlekar, är det enklare om man helt eller delvis kan utgå 

från en tidigare BGI. 

Person6: I teorin ja. Idag finns det inga andra praktiska alternativ inom CMMi. Man måste ha 

minst en BGI för att det skall fungera. 

Person7: Nej 

7. Vilka är fördelarna med att jobba med BGIer i den nuvarande situationen? 

Person1: Man kan göra varianter på programmet genom att göra fler BGI:er 

Person2: Har man färdiga BGIer är det bara att importera dom 

Person3: Tidsbesparing när de återanvänds, standardiserad mätmetod, enkelt att sprida ut. 

Person4: Det går snabbare att ta fram mätprogram. 

Person5: Se svar på fråga 6. 

Person6: Jag måste ställa frågan: Fördelar gentemot vad? BGIer är en grundsten i CMMi och 

Shell. Undrar du vilka fördelarna är med att ha flera BGIer som man sedan pusslar ihop i Shell?  

Det går att använda BGIerna som pusselbitar. Sedan kan man ha ett bibliotek för att ha olika 

delar (BGIer) som man kan ha åtkomst till. Då kan man pussla ihop många olika BGIer till ett 

slutgiltigt mätprogram. Det skulle kunna spara lite tid. Frågan är hur mycket tid man skulle 

kunna spara och hur mycket tid och resurser det skulle ta att utveckla ett sådant bibliotek. Har 

någon räknat på det här? 

Person7: Nej 

8. Vilka är nackdelarna med att jobba med BGIer i den nuvarande situationen? 

Person1: De är för specifika, gjord för just denna produkt. 

Person2: Att det inte finns till allt. Kopplingar Tex. 

Person3: Tiden och logik för importen. 

Person4: När det inte finns BasGeometrier finns det inga BGI:er (Quintus) så då får man göra 

CAD prep mha  CLib. 

Person5: Om dynamiska parameterprogrammerade geometrier ska mätas, genererade av ett 

parametriskt designprogram, kan det inte hanteras av BGI:er. Då krävs det att det efterföljande 

mätprogrammet också är parameterprogrammerat. 

Person6: Just nu fungerar BGIer inte med udf-er. Något som ställer till problem för avdelningar 

som arbetar med produkter som kan varieras mycket (framför allt svarvprodukter). Att arbeta 

modulärt med BGIer skulle i teorin kunna göra mätningen både snabbare och enklare. Ibland 
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kan man inte använda traditionella BGIer och då får man använda c-kod istället för att 

preparera cad-modellen. 

Person7: Jag jobbar inte med dom. 

9. Tror du att det är möjligt att dela in BGIer i mycket mindre bitar 

(byggstenar/element/del-BGI)? 

Person1: Ja 

Person2: Ja 

Person3: Absolut. 

Person4: Ja i mindre bitar 

Person5: Även om förkortningen BGI står för ”Base Geometry Inspection” har det i praktiken 

ganska lite med basgeometrier att göra. En BGI är ett subprogram i ett större mätprogram. Hur 

många subprogram som är relevanta att skapa utifrån en geometri kan säkert variera från fall 

till fall. Ibland är det relevant att skapa flera subprogram utifrån en basgeometri, medan det 

säkert också kan förekomma att man vill skapa ett och samma subprogram utifrån flera 

basgeometrier. En basgeometri kan t ex vara uppbyggd av flera andra basgeometrier. Om man 

baserar sitt mätprogram på en sådan basgeometri är det inte säkert att man då vill skapa ett 

subprogram för varje ingående basgeometri. 

Att istället för att t ex skapa ett subprogram för ett helt platttläge kan det vara relevant att 

bryta ut kontrollen av förspänningen i ett eget subprogram.  

Ett annat exempel kan vara att beroende i vilket steg av produktionen man mäter, är det inte 

relevant eller möjligt att göra en fullständig utvärdering av t ex ett plattläge. Då kan en 

uppdelning i flera subprogram vara ett sätt att skapa anpassade och effektiva mätprogram.  

Person6: Det går att dela in dem i mindre delar. Det är dock mycket opraktiskt och tidskrävande 

i de flesta fall. (Jag konstaterar i efterhand: Nej)  

Person7: Nej 

10. Om sagt ja till frågan 9, Hur kan BGIer delas upp i mycket mindre bitar? 

Person1: Genom att dela upp geometrier och mätoperationer i fler parter 

Person2: Ex gängmätning i en skärlägesBGI 

Person3: Geometriska element. 

Person4: Hål, gängade hål tex 

Person5: Se svar på fråga 9. 
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Person6: Det är bara att göra, men det sparar ingen tid. Man bör dela upp strategin i så många 

delar som biten består av, vanligtvis skaft och huvud/skärläge. I vissa fall kan det eventuellt bli 

någon enstaka BGI utöver detta. 

Person7: - 

11. Vilka blir fördelarna med att dela BGIer i ännu mindre bitar? 

Person1: Enklare att ändra delar av programmet 

Person2: Man kan ha fler BGIer ligga i ett bibliotek 

Person3: Färre element som ska mätas & verifjeras. 

Person4: Man kan starta med ”större” byggklosssar, så det blir enklare att få till ett 

mätprogram mha sub-BGI:er istället för att starta från scratch med operationer. 

Person5: Se svar på fråga 9. 

Person6: Jag ser få fördelar.  

Person7: Vet ej 

12. Vilka blir nackdelarna med att dela BGIer i ännu mindre bitar? 

Person1: Många olika parter. Krävs dessutom fler preppningar i form av koordinatsystem 

Person2: Vet ej 

Person3: Att snickra ihop de geometriska elementen till en särskild BGI. 

Person4: Att det blir väldigt många sub-BGI så det blir svårt att hitta någon som passar. 

Person5: Så länge programmet delas in i relevanta subprogram för att sättas samman till ett 

effektivt mätprogram finns inga egentliga nackdelar.  

Finns dock säkert en gräns för hur många program som känns relevant. Om man tar t ex ett 

gängat hål i ett plattläge, kanske det är en så pass liten enhet att man istället väljer att infoga 

mätoperationerna i en BGI för hela plattläget.  

Blir subprogrammen uppdelade näst intill operationsnivå, måste tiden att söka rätt och förstå 

ett tidigare subprogram vägas mot tiden att infoga ett fåtal operationer i det aktuella 

programmet. 

Person6: Det blir mer komplicerat och roddigt att arbeta. Komplexiteten skapar många nya 

problem som t.ex. hur man bör länka ihop BGI-ernas skanningsbanor eller olika toleranser för 

olika BGIer… 
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Person7: Vet ej 

 

13. Hur tycker du att man kan kombinera de små del-BGIerna (sub-BGIs)? Blir det 

annorlunda än idag? Hur?Blir det svårare/lättare än idag? 

Person1: Det blir krångligare konfiguration, speciellt vid regelbaserad import i CMMShell 

Person2: Vet ej 

Person3: Analys vilka element som tillhör en BG, sedan import eller skapa in runtime enligt 

massvis regler, tillägga kopplingen mellan de olika geometriska elementen för konstruktion & 

utvärderingssyfte enligt massvis regler, rankar de element efter funktionen och därmed 

signifikans för BG:n, sedan är det bara att kombinera de enkilda värden för elementens 

osäkerhet till en enda med en vettig matris för att kunna bedöma BGI:ens qualitet i sin helhet. 

Bara den punkten låter som ett kunskapsprojekt i sig. 

Person4: Om man kunde välja om man vill ha sub-BGI:n associerad eller inte vore bra. Då kan 

man utgå från en icke-associerad  sub-BGI och modifiera den och veta att den inte förändras 

om original sub-BGI:n ändras.  I princip att man ”kopierar” in ett block med operationer i sitt 

mätprogram. 

Person5: Pass 

Person6: Pass 

Person7: Vet ej 

14. Tror du att dela BGIer i mindre bitar kommer att göra mätningen snabbare och/eller 

enklare än idag? Varför? 

Person1: Nej 

Person2: Om man har fler småBGIer i ett bibliotek kan man puzzla ihop ex. ett skärläge 

Person3: Ingen betydelse för själva mätningen. 

Person4: Om det görs på rätt sätt kan det bli enklare att ta fram mätprogram pga att man 

startar med ”större” byggklossar. 

Person5: Pass 

Person6: Pass  

Person7: Nej 

15. Tror du att dela upp BGIer i ännu mindre delar kan göra en tidvinst/förlust? Varför? 
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Person1: Nej (Ja om alla bitar finns) 

Person2: Vet ej 

Person3: Det kan nog inte minska tiden om man bygger ihåp något med hjälp av ännu mindre 

bitar än BGI:er. 

Person4: Se nedan. 

Person5: Pass 

Person6: Pass 

Person7: Vet ej 

16. Vilken typ av risker finns det med att dela upp BGIer i mindre bitar? Varför? 

Person1: Tungt att förvalta/administrera, finns en risk att man plockar ihop bitarna på fel sätt. 

Person2: -  

Person3: Kolla punkt 13. Det är bara en grov bedömning om hur processen kan se ut. Det finns 

hur många som helst olika typer av risker. 

Person4: Svårt att få överblick över sub-BGI som finns. Svårt att veta vad de gör. 

Person5: Pass 

Person6: Pass 

Person7: Vet ej 


